
Donna Salle
1 review

2 months ago

Partopia did a superb job. They were creative and 
came up with clever options to make my website stand 
out. The team is very responsive - felt like 24/7.  They 
know website design. No need to look any further.

Call Us Now
+16044458334

Location
13335 115 Ave #67, Surrey, BC 
V3R 0R8, Canada

Five Stars Review

Email
Support@Partopia.ca

Tim Rochette
10 reviews

9 months ago

The firm's website has higher searchability thanks to 
partopia Digital Surrey's efforts. The team understood 
and worked to reach the client's goals. The client is 
impressed with the fast result and the continuous 
communication of the vendor.

Sahib Mroke
Local Guide · 43 reviews

11 months ago

Great customer service, super fast results and just 
generally all around great! Ary was a pleasure to work 
with, and I will definitely be reaching out to him in the 
future.

Clément tremblay
4 reviews

9 months ago

Partopia Digital Surrey has helped us to advance and 
promote the brand of our agency.
PDS has improved the SEO of our website.

Michael T. Navarro
Local Guide · 6 reviews

10 months ago

If you are considering using Partopia for a website 
design, don’t hesitate. I’m very happy with their service.

Tina Burns
Local Guide · 13 reviews

10 months ago

Ary was a pleasure to work with. He is extremely 
knowledgeable about the latest trends in social media 
marketing. 5 stars.

abdo alfakih
2 reviews

11 months ago

The best of the best when comes to customer service. 
I will definitely recommend my friends.

Alex Ko
3 reviews

11 months ago

Did a website for me was affordable and efficient

Laila Saleman
1 review

11 months ago

Amazing service !

MrMister Shahh
3 reviews

a year ago

Amazing service !

Sam Kane
5 reviews

11 hours ago

An excellent team of web designers with a refined 
taste that is sensitive to all requests!
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